APlusLearningHUB Products
An Online Marketplace for discounted Math Curriculum and Related Products for
homeschooling and schools

AplusLearningHUB offers several math curriculum and related
products at affordable prices for homeschool parents as well as
school teachers. We offer mainly 3 types of products:
1. Shipped
2. Downloadable (PDFs)
3. Voucher (Online, Internet based)

Voucher (Online, Internet Based)
Online products are easily accessible via internet from any device that is connected to
high-speed internet from anywhere. We offer several options in this category such as,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Math Curriculum (Single Grade)
eBooks Math Curriculum)
Family Math Packages (All Grades)
Math Placement Test w/ Lessons
Mini Math Courses.

More
Info
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Math Curriculum – Single Grade (with Video Lessons)
Video Lessons, Worksheets & Tests w/ Automatic Grading N Tracking
A comprehensive math curriculum that teaches with video lessons and keeps track of
all student work assignments for you so you don’t have to. This Single Grade level
option allows you to purchase a particular grade level of your choice at a very heavily
discounted price. Each grade level includes everything you need to give your student a
solid foundation in math. Each lesson is reinforced with quizzes, worksheets, and tests
that can be completed and graded automatically online. Worksheets and Tests can also
be printed for a more traditional learning experience.

Parents: Leave ALL your math worries behind you, become stress-free and
save your valuable time – This program teaches, grades and tracks
everything for you!
Student Features:
 Computer animated, fun, easy-to-follow and engaging Video lessons with
interactive review
 Interactive Review identifies and closes learning gaps as it automatically reteaches concepts.
 Automatically generated worksheets and tests can be completed online- instantly
graded & recorded
 Review each question for online worksheets and exams with step-by-step
solutions
 Progress reports allow student to track their own success and encourage
independent learning
 Printable worksheets and tests allow flexibility to practice problem solving in a
more "traditional way"
 Curriculum eBooks provide easy access to lessons in PDF format
 Worksheets and Test Solution Guides provide step-by-step solutions
 Reference sheets provide easy access to facts and formulas.
Parental Features:
 Recommended Lesson Plan
 Instant online grading
 Parental controls allow parents to lock solution guides & adjust test duration
 Progress reports identify areas of strengths and weaknesses
 Ability to print worksheets/tests and enter student scores to track progress for all
work completed offline
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eBooks Math Curriculum – Single Grade (No Video Lessons)
Lessons (PDFs), Worksheets & Tests w/ Automatic Grading N Tracking
Most homeschool moms often find it difficult to homeschool math on a tight budget
particularly when you are homeschooling multiple kids. They are looking for a math
resource that can do most of the work for them and save them time. Automatic Grading N
Tracking of all the worksheets and tests with step-by-step solution to each problem is a
HUGE time saver.
The eBook Math Curriculum includes lessons eBooks (PDFs) and keeps track of all
student work assignments for you. This option DOES NOT include the video lessons.
This Single Grade level option allows you to purchase a particular grade level of your
choice at a very heavily discounted price. Each grade level includes everything you need
to give your student a solid foundation in math. The PDF lessons are fun, colorful and
engaging which make teaching math a breeze with easy to follow explanations and lots of
visuals. Worksheets and Tests can also be printed for a more traditional learning
experience.
This option is a HUGE TIME SAVER & A BIG WINNER for Busy Homeschool Moms on a
tight budget. Automatic grading n tracking saves your valuable time and eliminates all the
frustration of checking and tracking student work.
A COMPLETE Math Curriculum with,
 Curriculum eBook (PDF Lessons)
 Worksheets & Tests - Already generated for you (online or print PDF)
 Parent can generate and assign worksheets & tests (optional)
 Students complete worksheets online or offline (printed PDF)
 Step-by-Step Solution to each problem
 Automatic Grading & Tracking (HUGE Time SAVER)
 Easy to read reports
 Plenty of practice to master math concepts
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Family Math Packages – ALL Grades (with Video Lessons)
Multiple Grade Levels, Video Lessons, Worksheets & Tests w/ Automatic Grading N
Tracking
The Family Math Package includes ALL grade levels (1st – 6th, Pre-Alg and Algebra 1). It
gives you the flexibility to change the grade level with your student’s learning pace. You
can purchase 1-student package or multiple student packages where students have
access to ALL grade levels. The Family Packages are the most flexible, comprehensive
program on the market. This is excellent for those needing to review previous grade
levels or move ahead. A+ interactive Math online is accessible from anywhere with high
speed internet access.

Parents: Leave ALL your math worries behind you, become stress-free and
save your valuable time – This program teaches, grades and tracks
everything for you!
Student Features:
 Computer animated, fun, easy-to-follow and engaging Video lessons with
interactive review
 Interactive Review identifies and closes learning gaps as it automatically reteaches concepts.
 Automatically generated worksheets and tests can be completed online- instantly
graded & recorded
 Review each question for online worksheets and exams with step-by-step
solutions
 Progress reports allow student to track their own success and encourage
independent learning
 Printable worksheets and tests allow flexibility to practice problem solving in a
more "traditional way"
 Curriculum eBooks provide easy access to lessons in PDF format
 Worksheets and Test Solution Guides provide step-by-step solutions
 Reference sheets provide easy access to facts and formulas.
Parental Features:
 Ability to change grade level as needed
 Recommended Lesson Plan
 Instant online grading
 Parental controls allow parents to lock solution guides & adjust test duration
 Progress reports identify areas of strengths and weaknesses
 Ability to print worksheets/tests and enter student scores to track progress for all
work completed offline
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Math Placement Test w/ Lessons
Multiple Grade Levels, Video Lessons, Worksheets & Tests w/ Automatic Grading N
Tracking
Our "Adaptive Placement Test w/ Individualized Lesson Plan" is designed to help you
identify and close learning gaps quickly. You simply select a grade level your student
recently completed and let student take a series of "mini tests" to identify learning gaps
for all major math concepts. Each mini test focuses on a specific math concept –
fractions, multiplication, division, decimal numbers etc…The “mini tests” are adaptive
meaning it will automatically adjust the questions based on how your student answers
the questions. At the conclusion of a mini test (takes about 15 to 20 minutes), it
accurately identifies student’s skill level for that particular math concept tests in a mini
test. It then creates an "individualized" lesson plan that includes everything you need to
close the learning gaps!
 Colorful, engaging and fun multi-media lessons that teach math concepts using
audio, visuals and text.
 Interactive Review for each lesson identifies and closes learning gaps by
automatically re-teaching math concept if student provides an incorrect answer
to any questions.
 Worksheets to apply math concept and practice problem solving with automatic
grading and tracking.
 Various reports to measure student progress.

Here is a link to YouTube video demo:
https://youtu.be/u60TAyGisZ8
Top 12 Reasons to use this “Adaptive Placement Test w/ Lessons” program
1. Multi-grade level testing accurately assesses student skill level.
2. “Mini-test” for each major math concept provides more comprehensive assessment.
3. Students take 15 to 20 minute long “mini-tests” over a period of time at their own pace and NOT a big
long boring cumulative test. This avoids fatigue, boredom and makes it more manageable.
4. Easy to read and very visual report instantly shows you strengths and areas of concern. Even a 5-year
old student can interpret the report with clear goal line (see pictures below).
5. “Personalized” lesson plan specifically targets the problem areas with video lessons, interactive review,
practice problems, step-by-step solutions and more…
6. Video lesson are fun, engaging and very effective as they relate to examples from daily life to make
math more relevant
7. Interactive reviews automatically re-teach math concepts where needed.
8. Practice problems allow students to apply math concepts with step-by-step-solutions that reinforce
math concepts when needed.
9. Students make HUGE progress in just 30 minutes or less each day.
10. Students can re-take any “unit-test” and immediately see progress towards or beyond the goal line.
11. Can be used with any student regardless of what Math curriculum the student is using and his/her skill
level!
12. Excellent and affordable for homeschooled parents/students as well as school teachers/students
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Mini Math Courses (with Video Lessons)
Multiple Grade Levels, Video Lessons, Worksheets & Tests w/ Automatic Grading N
Tracking
Math Mini Courses Online from A+ Interactive Math are affordable and excellent way to
close learning gaps in particular areas of Math where students may have weakness.
Each mini course covers a logical group of specific math concepts from several grade
levels. It offers an in-depth review of math concepts from a very basic to a more
advanced level. Mini Math courses help build a strong foundation in Math by providing
students with consistent review of the specific areas in which they're weak.
There are a total of 20 Math Mini Courses available Online from A+ Interactive Math.
Each Math Mini Course provides 1 year access online for a very affordable price of just
$9.99 to $19.99. Most students can complete each mini course in 2 to 3 months,
however, you will have access to it for a full 1-year if you need to go back and review.
Each mini course includes,
 Multimedia Lessons that teach math concepts with fun, colorful and engaging
computer animated video lessons, audio and text.
 Interactive Review for each lesson that helps students/parents identify and close
learning gaps.
 Worksheets that provide extra practice to help master each math concept.
 Automatic grading and tracking.
 Easy-to-read progress reports.
 Solution Guides that provide detailed step-by-step solutions with visuals to each
problem on worksheets.
 Full text versions of lessons that provide additional flexibility for those who like to
read through the lessons.
 Printable worksheets and tests for practice offline.
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